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Noise exposure-response relationships are used to estimate the effects of noise on individuals or a
population. Such relationships may be derived from independent or repeated binary observations,
and modeled by different statistical methods. Depending on the method by which they were established, their application in population risk assessment or estimation of individual responses may
yield different results, i.e., predict “weaker” or “stronger” effects. As far as the present body of literature on noise effect studies is concerned, however, the underlying statistical methodology to
establish exposure-response relationships has not always been paid sufficient attention. This paper
gives an overview on two statistical approaches (subject-specific and population-averaged logistic
regression analysis) to establish noise exposure-response relationships from repeated binary observations, and their appropriate applications. The considerations are illustrated with data from three
noise effect studies, estimating also the magnitude of differences in results when applying
exposure-response relationships derived from the two statistical approaches. Depending on the
underlying data set and the probability range of the binary variable it covers, the two approaches
yield similar to very different results. The adequate choice of a specific statistical approach and its
application in subsequent studies, both depending on the research question, are therefore crucial.
C 2017 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4982922]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Noise exposure-response relationships are of importance
to estimate the effects of noise on either individuals or a population. In recent years, risk assessment of environmental noise,
i.e., assessing the health impact of noise exposure on the population, became an important topic for policy makers, authorities, and in public discussions (WHO, 2009; EAA, 2010;
WHO, 2011). It is also required by the Environmental Noise
Directive 2002/49/EC (European Union, 2002) to establish
action plans. For risk assessment, population exposure indicators (EAA, 2010) such as the Disability-Adjusted Life Years
(de Hollander et al., 1999; WHO, 2011) or effect-based noise
indices (Brink et al., 2010) are calculated and used. To that
aim, appropriate exposure-response relationships for binary
data such as high annoyance (to be highly annoyed by noise
or not) or awakening reactions (to awake from a noise event
or not) are combined with spatial noise exposure and population data, and summed up to a single number for the considered effect dimensions (e.g., Brink et al., 2010; Sch€affer
a)
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et al., 2012). Besides risk assessment on the population level,
the research focus may also be on the responses of individuals
to noise exposure, e.g., in medical studies, or to establish
noise protection concepts (Basner, 2009).
Exposure-response relationships for binary data, which
are the focus of the present paper, may be derived from independent binary observations (one observation per subject), as
well as from repeated binary observations (repeated observations over different points in time of the same outcome in the
same subject, in a sample of multiple subjects). Depending on
the method by which they were established, their application
in population risk assessment or estimation of individual
responses may be more or less straightforward and yield different results, i.e., predict “weaker” or “stronger” effects.
However, while this critical point has been discussed in epidemiology, medicine, or statistics (e.g., Hu et al., 1998;
Neuhaus et al., 1991; Zeger et al., 1988), it was so far not sufficiently considered in noise effects research.
This paper provides an overview of two common statistical methods used to establish exposure-response relationships
for repeated binary observations, namely, a subject-specific
(SS) and a population-averaged (PA) approach, and their
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appropriate applications. The considerations are illustrated
with original data from three noise effect studies of the pertinent literature, estimating also the magnitude of differences
in results when applying exposure-response relationships
derived from the two different statistical approaches. Based
on the insights, practical implications for noise effect studies
are discussed.
II. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS FOR REPEATED
BINARY OBSERVATIONS: BACKGROUND

This section provides an overview of two common
logistic regression modeling approaches for repeated binary
observations to establish exposure-response relationships for
the probability of a certain noise effect (e.g., awakening
probability, probability of high annoyance) in environmental
noise research. Repeated binary observations, which are
referred to in epidemiology as “binary longitudinal data,”
are obtained from repeated measurements of the same binary
variable over different points in time. Examples are awakenings to noise events in the night (Basner et al., 2006; Brink
et al., 2011), motility (Passchier-Vermeer et al., 2002; Brink
et al., 2008a), behavioral awakenings (Passchier-Vermeer,
2003), or annoyance reactions (Van Renterghem et al.,
2013; Sch€affer et al., 2016). Independent data (non-nested
and non-hierarchical data), in contrast, are often obtained in
field surveys, where each study participant gives one single
rating, for example, on high annoyance (e.g., Brink et al.,
2008b; Janssen et al., 2011; Michaud et al., 2016b).
As long as the binary observations are independent, a
“standard” binary logistic regression analysis may be applied
(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000), which yields PA exposureresponse relationships (Hu et al., 1998) that are directly
applicable in risk assessment on the population level. Things
are different if data from repeated binary observations are
collected. Here, one needs to account for the correlation of
the data within subjects when establishing a statistical
model.
Among others, possible approaches to do so are to use
either a PA (Liang and Zeger, 1986; Zeger et al., 1988;
Hanley et al., 2003) or a SS approach (Stiratelli et al., 1984;
Anderson and Aitkin, 1985). Differences between the two
approaches have been previously discussed in the literature
about epidemiologic, medical, and social sciences research
(Zeger et al., 1988; Neuhaus et al., 1991; Hu et al., 1998;
Szmaragd et al., 2013). Both approaches estimate mean
parameters for the logit link function (e.g., Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000), from which the probability of the dependent binary variable to adapt the value of 1 (e.g., to be highly
annoyed) is determined. From a statistical point of view, the
primary difference is that PA uses a certain working correlation matrix to account for the correlation between the
repeated observations (see, e.g., Jang, 2011), while SS introduces a random effect, one for each subject, modeled in this
study as a random intercept (u). Regarding the interpretation
of results, the main difference is that PA describes the average population’s response, while SS describes the response
of an average individual. Further, with the random effect of
SS, individual responses and the magnitude of variation
3176
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between individuals are quantified, which can be interpreted
as the propensity of subjects to react more or less strongly to
the predictor variable(s).
The resulting estimates (absolute values) of the model
parameters of the SS approach are generally larger than those
of the PA approach (Neuhaus et al., 1991), i.e., predict
“stronger” effects, and the differences between the SS and PA
parameters increase with increasing variation (or heterogeneity) between individuals (Zeger et al., 1988). The SS logistic
regression curves are therefore often steeper than the PA
curves, with the latter being dominated by a few sensitive subjects at low values of a predictor variable and by a few resilient subjects at high values of a predictor variable, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The intersection point of the SS curve of
the average subject (i.e., the subject with the marginal mean
curve, having a random intercept u ¼ 0) and the PA curve is
at the value that yields a probability of 0.5 (Fig. 1), given that
the random intercept follows a normal distribution (Zeger
et al., 1988), the latter meaning that sensitive and resilient
subjects are equally represented in a population. Thus, the SS
curve of the average subject (u ¼ 0) usually predicts higher
probabilities of an effect than PA curves at values of the predictor variable above the intersection point of the two curves
and vice versa (Fig. 1).
Due to the inherent differences in the modeling, it is crucial to decide which approach to use. Hu et al. (1998) recommend PA models “when the research focus is on differences
in population-averaged response,” but SS models “when the
research focus is on the change in individuals’ responses.”
Thus, PA models are preferred for epidemiological studies
(Zeger et al., 1988) or for risk assessment, e.g., to assess the
impact of environmental noise on the population. SS models,
in contrast, are to be used to estimate the magnitude of interindividual variability, if the distribution of the dependent
variable of the target population (i.e., specific study group in
an analysis) differs from the distribution of the study sample
used to estimate the model, e.g., in establishing a protection

FIG. 1. Illustrative example of a random intercept SS (grey lines) and PA
(black line) logistic regression curve for the probability of the dependent
binary variable Y to adapt the value of 1 [p(Y ¼ 1)] as a function of some
noise indicator. The bold grey line represents the SS curve as marginal
mean, i.e., for a random intercept u ¼ 0, and the thin grey lines represent
individual SS curves, with different random intercepts to account for SS random effects.
€ffer et al.
Scha

concept for a particularly sensitive population group
(Basner, 2009), or to study responses of individuals (e.g.,
patients in clinical studies). While SS models, by accounting
for individual responses, generally yield higher agreement
between predicted and observed individual values, they
should not be chosen for this reason.
III. APPLICATION OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION
MODELS TO ORIGINAL DATA FROM THREE NOISE
EFFECT STUDIES

In the following account, the two modeling approaches
(SS and PA) are applied to the original data sets of repeated
binary observations of three studies from the literature. The
resulting logistic regression curves are compared to each
other, and differences between the two model results are
discussed.
A. Overview of the three studies used for the present
re-analysis
1. Study I: High annoyance to wind turbine and road
traffic noise

In study I (Sch€affer et al., 2016), an exposure-response
relationship for the probability of the binary variable “high
annoyance” to take a value of 1 (pHA) due to wind turbine
and road traffic noise was established. The relationship was
modeled as a function of the source type (source: wind turbines, road traffic), A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
pressure level (LAeq) of “outdoor” situations (see Sch€affer
et al., 2016), amplitude modulation (AM: without, random,
periodic), their interactions source  AM, source  LAeq, and
AM  LAeq, as well as the sequence number, i.e., the playback number with which the stimuli had been played to the
participants (Table II and Fig. 10 in Sch€affer et al., 2016).
The underlying data set was obtained from repeated binary
observations in a laboratory experiment of 60 participants
who were exposed to stimuli with a LAeq range of 35–60 dB.
A PA modeling approach was chosen as the focus of the study
was to estimate the mean pHA in the population.
2. Study II: Awakening reactions to aircraft noise

In study II (Basner et al., 2006), an exposure-response
relationship for the probability of the binary variable
“awakening reaction” to take a value of 1 (pAWR) due to
aircraft noise was established. The relationship was modeled
as a function of the A-weighted and SLOW-time-weighted
maximum sound pressure level of an aircraft event (LAS,max)
inside the bedroom near the sleeper’s ear, background sound
pressure level one minute prior to the event (LAeq,1 min), their
interaction LAS,max  LAeq,1 min, elapsed sleep time, and sleep
stage prior to an aircraft event (S2, S3, S4, or REM; Table I
and Fig. 1 in Basner et al., 2006). The underlying data set
was obtained from repeated binary observations in a field
study with 61 participants who were exposed to a mean
night-time LAS,max indoors of 44 dB, with a LAS,max range of
14–73 dB (Basner and Brink, 2013). An SS modeling
approach was chosen as the primary focus was on the individuals’ responses to aircraft noise events.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (5), May 2017

3. Study III: Awakening reactions to church bell noise

In study III (Brink et al., 2011), an exposure-response
relationship for the probability of the binary variable
“awakening reaction” to take a value of 1 (pAWR) due to
church bell noise was established. The relationship was modeled as a function of the A-weighted and FAST-timeweighted maximum sound pressure level of a church bell
event (LAF,max) inside the bedroom near the sleeper’s ear,
LAeq,1min (as in study II), the interaction LAF,max  LAeq,1 min,
elapsed sleep time, and sleep stage prior to a church bell
event (S2, S3, S4, or REM; Table 5 and Fig. 6 in Brink
et al., 2011). The underlying data set was obtained from
repeated binary observations in a field study with 27 participants who were exposed to a mean night-time LAF,max
indoors of 42 dB, with a LAF,max range of 20–69 dB. The
same SS model was established as in study II to allow for
direct comparison of the effects of aircraft and church bell
noise on sleep.
Note that in studies II and III, SS relationships for aircraft and church bell noise induced, (so called) additional
awakenings, were established. These were obtained by subtracting the probability of spontaneous awakenings, i.e.,
without the triggering by a noise event, from the observed
awakening probability (pAWR) introduced above (Basner
et al., 2006; Brink et al., 2011). In the present re-analysis of
the data sets, however, the focus is on the observed
awakenings.
B. Re-analysis of the original data sets: Methodology

To compare possible results of PA and SS relationships
and potential differences between them, the exposure-response
relationships of both modeling approaches were established
for the three studies based on their original data sets. As different statistical software packages may yield disparate results
(Horton and Lipsitz, 1999; Zhang et al., 2011), also the published relationships were re-established where applicable
(namely, for studies II and III) to allow for comparison of the
SS and PA relationships without the potential influence of the
applied software packages. For the present analysis, the procedures GENLIN (for PA) and GENLINMIXED (for SS) of the
software IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21 (study II) and
Version 22 (studies I and III) were used.
1. Study I: High annoyance to wind turbine noise
(laboratory study)

The PA relationship for pHA (high annoyance) is taken
from Sch€affer et al. (2016). The model considers the effects
of source, LAeq, AM, their interactions, and sequence number
as described above, and accounts for the repeated observations by an exchangeable working correlation matrix, which
is a practical choice for small samples (Jang, 2011). The SS
relationship was established in this study to consider the
same explanatory variables, but accounting for the repeated
observations with a random intercept. In the following
account, only the pHA relationship as a function of wind turbine noise is presented.
€ ffer et al.
Scha
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2. Study II: Awakening reactions to aircraft noise (field
study)

C. Results: Differences in predicted effect
probabilities

The PA and SS relationships for pAWR (observed awakenings) were both newly established to account for the effects
of the inside LAS,max, LAeq,1 min, their interaction, elapsed sleep
time, and sleep stage prior to an aircraft noise event, as in the
original model described above. Repeated observations were
accounted for as in study I by an exchangeable working correlation matrix (PA) and by a random intercept (SS).

1. Study I: High annoyance to wind turbine noise
(laboratory study)

3. Study III: Awakening reactions to church bell noise
(field study)

The same PA and SS relationships for pAWR (observed
awakenings) were newly established here as for study II, with
regard to the explanatory variables (except for using LAF,max
instead of LAS,max), as well as the repeated observations.
4. Comparison of modeling results with the observed
data

Along with the PA and SS relationships, the mean values of the observed data are presented in the following
account to put the models in context of the observations. To
that aim, the original individual observations were
“globally” averaged over all events per dB class with bin
width of 5 dB, treating each observation as independent from
the other observations, i.e., neglecting any correlation
between observations per subject. While the clustering of
observations would have been accounted for by “hierarchic
averaging” (i.e., averaging first per subject and then over all
subjects), the mean within some dB classes would have been
strongly shifted up- or downward in the case of the data sets
of studies II and III due to subjects with only one or a few
observations with a relative frequency of awakenings of 1 or
0, which would not seem appropriate.
Note that the observed data do not allow deciding which
relationship is “more appropriate” to represent observations
for two reasons. First, the appropriate model (SS or PA) is
given by the research goal and not merely by the degree of
agreement with observed data (Sec. II). Second, the regression curves adjust for the other predictor variables (besides
sound pressure level) as well as for repeated observations,
while the averaging does not. Differences between model
predictions and observations are therefore not (only) attributable to model shortcomings, but, in particular, also to differences between observed averaged and adjusted predictor
variables. In particular in studies II and III, the observed
averages of the predictor variables (LAeq,1 min, interaction
LAS,max  LAeq,1 min, elapsed sleep time and sleep stage) may
strongly differ between classes, while they are kept constant
in the models. In study I with its (full factorial) laboratory
design, in contrast, each dB class contains the same subjects,
number of subjects, number of observations, and acoustic situations, and the model parameters were adjusted to their
mean values. Only sequence number could not be exactly
adjusted to the (individual) observed mean values, as these
varied between dB classes (see Sec. III C 1).
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Figure 2 shows the mean observed relative frequencies of
high annoyance and the logistic regression models for pHA
for wind turbine noise. The model parameters are presented in
Table I. The mean observations cover a wide range of relative
frequencies with values from 0.08 to 0.82 (Fig. 2). With the
model parameters set to the mean sequence number and averaging over different situations of AM during the experiments,
the PA relationship closely represents the mean observed relative frequencies, except for LAeq ¼ 35 dB. Here, the sequence
number was substantially larger than the mean, because these
stimuli were presented after the other stimuli (Sch€affer et al.,
2016). The SS relationship, in contrast, is substantially steeper
than the PA relationship, which was expected (Fig. 1). This
indicates a large heterogeneity between individuals (Sec. II),
which is supported by the large random intercept variance of
5.0 (Table I). The confidence intervals of the SS and PA
curves are non-overlapping at high and low LAeq, which may
indicate that the SS and PA models predict significantly different pHA values there. Both models identify the same significant effects, namely, LAeq (p < 0.01), sequence number
(p < 0.01), interaction source  AM (p < 0.02), and in tendency also source (p < 0.06). Further, the SS approach yields
mostly larger absolute parameter estimates than the PA
approach (Table I), as was expected according to theory.
The SS and PA relationships intersect at a LAeq of 48 dB
and corresponding pHA of 0.47, which closely corresponds
to the expected value of 0.5 (Fig. 1). Below this level, the
PA relationship predicts larger pHA values than the SS

FIG. 2. Mean observed relative frequencies (Rel. freq., circles) of high
annoyance, and logistic exposure-response relationships (lines) for the probability of high annoyance (pHA) as a function of the outdoor equivalent continuous sound pressure level (LAeq) of wind turbine noise (study I, Sch€affer
et al., 2016). SS relationship as marginal mean (u ¼ 0) and corresponding
PA relationship with 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines), and relative
differences between the approaches [Rel. diff. ¼ (PA – SS)/PA  100%,
right axis], with the dotted horizontal line indicating the difference of 0. The
parameter settings of the model curves correspond to the mean pHA for different situations of amplitude modulation (no, with periodic and random
AM) and mean sequence number ¼ 15.5 of the stimuli during the
experiments.
€ffer et al.
Scha

TABLE I. Model coefficients (Coeff.) with standard error (SE) and p-values (p) of the SS and PA logistic regression models for the probability of high annoyance (pHA) due to wind turbine noise (study I), accounting for the effects of amplitude modulation (AM), equivalent continuous outdoor sound pressure level
(LAeq), the interaction AM  LAeq, and sequence number. The parameters of the PA model are taken from Table II in Sch€affer et al. (2016). Only the parameters necessary to calculate pHA as a function of wind turbine noise are presented here, while the original model also contains parameters to account for road
traffic noise.
SS model
pHA, Wind turbine noise
Parameter
Intercept
Without AM (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
Periodic AM (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
LAeq
Without AM  LAeq (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)b
Periodic AM  LAeq (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)b
Sequence number
Random intercept (variance)
a

PA model

Coeff.

SE

p

Coeff.

SE

p

19.5433
1.8098
0.1605
0.3859
0.0210
0.0035
0.0767
4.9960

1.5285
1.7092
1.6264
0.0305
0.0356
0.0343
0.0115
1.1021

0.00
0.29
0.92
0.00
0.56
0.92
0.00
0.00

12.0779
1.2172
0.1739
0.2359
0.0150
0.0037
0.0526
—

1.3072
1.1624
0.7981
0.0254
0.0244
0.0164
0.0091

0.00
0.30
0.83
0.00
0.54
0.82
0.00

Both parameters (without AM and periodic AM) set to zero correspond to random AM.
Both parameters (without AM  LAeq and periodic AM  LAeq) set to zero correspond to random AM  LAeq.

b

relationship, with relative differences of up to 86% at a
LAeq ¼ 35 dB and absolute differences of up to 0.10 at a
LAeq ¼ 43 dB. Above the intersection point (LAeq > 48 dB),
in contrast, the PA relationship predicts smaller pHA values,
with relative differences of up to 16% at a LAeq ¼ 52 dB
and absolute differences of up to 0.12 at a LAeq ¼ 53 dB
(Fig. 2). Residents in the vicinity of wind farms are usually
exposed to sound pressure levels below 50 dB (e.g., Michaud
et al., 2016a; Pedersen and Persson Waye, 2004; Pedersen
et al., 2009). This means that applying the SS instead of the
PA relationship to estimate the number of highly annoyed
persons around wind farms would yield systematically
smaller estimates of effects on the population. In this context, one further needs to consider that applying exposureresponse relationships established in laboratory studies
would be precarious, as the “short-term annoyance” derived
in the laboratory might not be the same as the annoyance
caused by long-term exposure derived from field surveys
(Guski and Bosshardt, 1992), as discussed by Sch€affer et al.
(2016).

were observed in the “flat part” of the model curves, which
would be expected according to Fig. 1. In study II, however, these differences are very small. Again, both, SS and
PA models reveal the same significant effects, namely,
LAS,max, LAeq,1 min, LAS,max  LAeq,1 min, elapsed sleep time,
and sleep stage (p < 0.01), but contrary to study I, SS and
PA yield very similar parameter estimates (Table II).
The SS and PA relationships are approximately parallel
and do not intersect. Within the night-time LAS,max range
indoors of 25–75 dB, the PA relationship yields 1.2%–2.5%
larger pAWR values than the SS relationship, corresponding
to absolute differences <0.01 (Fig. 3). The differences for
predicted pAWR between the two approaches are, thus,
small.

2. Study II: Awakening reactions to aircraft noise (field
study)

Figure 3 shows the mean observed relative frequencies
of awakening reactions and the logistic regression models
for pAWR (model parameters: Table II). With values of
0.05–0.18, the relative frequencies cover a rather small
probability range, and while increasing in tendency with
LAS,max, the dependence of pAWR on sound pressure level
is less pronounced than in study I (Fig. 2). Accordingly,
both the PA and SS curves are still in the initial “flat part”
within the observed LAS,max values, with maximum predicted pAWR values of 0.16 for SS and PA. Further, the
PA and SS relationships are very similar, and the confidence intervals strongly overlap. With the model parameters corresponding to the mean values observed during the
field study, both models represent the observations similarly (Fig. 3). In this context it is interesting to note that in
study I (Fig. 2) the largest differences between SS and PA
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (5), May 2017

FIG. 3. Mean observed relative frequencies (Rel. freq., circles) of awakenings, and logistic exposure-response relationships (lines) for the probability
of an observed awakening reaction to aircraft noise (pAWR) as a function of
the maximum indoor sound pressure level (LAS,max; study II, Basner et al.,
2006). SS relationship as marginal mean (u ¼ 0) and corresponding PA relationship with 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines), and relative differences between the approaches [Rel. diff. ¼ (PA – SS)/PA  100%, right
axis]. The parameter settings of the model curves correspond to the mean
values observed during the field study [background noise level
(LAeq,1 min) ¼ 28.2 dB, different prior sleep stages (S2, S3, S4, and REM),
elapsed sleep time ¼ 417 epochs].
€ ffer et al.
Scha
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TABLE II. Model coefficients (Coeff.) with standard error (SE) and p-values (p) of the SS and PA logistic regression models for the probability of an observed
awakening reaction (pAWR) due to aircraft noise (study II), accounting for the effects of the indoor maximum sound pressure level (LAS,max), background
sound pressure level one minute prior to the event (LAeq,1 min), the interaction LAS,max  LAeq,1 min, elapsed sleep time, and sleep stage prior to an aircraft event.
Note that the SS model parameters differ somewhat from the parameters published in Table I of Basner et al. (2006) as they were established with another software package.
SS model
pAWR, Aircraft noise
Parameter
Intercept
LAS,max
LAeq,1min
LAS,max  LAeq,1min
Elapsed sleep time
Prior stages S3 and S4 (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
Prior REM (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
Random intercept (variance)
a

PA model

Coeff.

SE

p

Coeff.

SE

p

7.0276
0.0941
0.1308
0.0027
0.0006
0.3209
0.4181
0.1180

0.8734
0.0184
0.0327
0.0007
0.0002
0.1160
0.0731
0.0389

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

7.0367
0.0947
0.1314
0.0027
0.0006
0.3154
0.4114
—

1.1140
0.0215
0.0396
0.0008
0.0002
0.1567
0.0957

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00

Both parameters (prior stages S3 and S4, and prior REM) set to zero correspond to prior stage S2.

3. Study III: Awakening reactions to church bell noise
(field study)

Figure 4 shows the mean observed relative frequencies
of awakening reactions, as well as the logistic regression
models for pAWR (model parameters: Table III). Partly similar observations may be made as for study II. First, the
observed relative frequencies cover a rather small probability range of 0.08–0.24 and, while tending to increase with
LAF,max, show a less clear dependence on the sound pressure
level as in study I. Second, the PA and SS relationships for
pAWR are similar, and their confidence intervals strongly
overlap. Third, with the model parameters corresponding to
the mean values observed in the field study, both models represent the observations similarly (Fig. 4). Finally, both models identify the same significant effect (namely, p < 0.03 for
LAF,max).
However, study III also yields disparate findings from
study II. First, contrary to study II but in line with study I,
SS yields larger absolute parameter estimates than PA
(Table III). Second, the SS and PA curves of study III cover
a relative large pAWR range of up to 0.39 (PA) and 0.44
(SS) at a LAF,max of 75 dB. Third, as would be expected (Fig.
1), the PA curve is somewhat flatter than the SS curve
(although much less than in study I), but the curves intersect
at pAWR of 0.16, which is much smaller than the theoretic
value of 0.5.
Below the intersection point of the SS and PA curves at
a LAF,max of 50 dB, the PA relationship predicts larger
pAWR values than the SS relationship, with relative differences of up to 18% and absolute differences of 0.01 at a
LAF,max ¼ 25 dB. Above the intersection point, in contrast,
the PA relationship predicts smaller pAWR values, with relative differences of up to 13% and absolute differences of
up to 0.05 at a LAF,max ¼ 75 dB (Fig. 4). For church bell
noise, a large part of awakenings may be expected at distances of 100–200 m from churches (Fig. 6 in Brink et al.,
2012, product of awakening reactions  number of people
per distance class), corresponding to an inside LAF,max of
35–45 dB (Fig. 7 in Brink et al., 2012). In this LAF,max
3180
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range, the PA relationship yields 3%–11% larger pAWR
values than the SS relationship, corresponding to absolute
differences of pAWR <0.01 (Fig. 4). Thus, as for study II,
the relevant differences between the two approaches are
small.
4. Reasons for deviations from the theoretical relation
between the model approaches

Re-analysis of the data of the above three studies shows
that the differences between PA and SS vary to a lesser or
larger extent, depending on the underlying data set and range
of observed relative frequencies of the binary variable. In
study I, where the observations cover a wide pHA range, the
SS relationship is distinctly steeper than the PA relationship,

FIG. 4. Mean observed relative frequencies (Rel. freq., circles) of awakenings, and logistic exposure-response relationships (lines) for the probability of
an observed awakening reaction to church bell noise (pAWR) as a function of
the maximum indoor sound pressure level (LAF,max; study III, Brink et al.,
2011). SS relationship as marginal mean (u ¼ 0) and corresponding PA relationship with 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines), and relative differences
between the approaches [Rel. diff. ¼ (PA – SS)/PA  100%, right axis], with
the dotted horizontal line indicating the difference of 0. The parameter settings
of the model curves correspond to the mean values observed during the field
study [background noise level (LAeq,1 min) ¼ 26.7 dB, different prior sleep
stages (S2, S3, S4, and REM), elapsed sleep time ¼ 395 epochs].
€ffer et al.
Scha

TABLE III. Model coefficients (Coeff.) with standard error (SE) and p-values (p) of the SS and PA logistic regression models for the probability of an
observed awakening reaction (pAWR) due to church bell noise (study III), accounting for the effects of the indoor maximum sound pressure level (LAF,max),
background sound pressure level one minute prior to the event (LAeq,1 min), the interaction LAF,max  LAeq,1 min, elapsed sleep time, and sleep stage prior to a
church bell event. Note that the SS model parameters differ somewhat from the parameters published in Table 5 of Brink et al. (2011) as they were established
with another software package.
SS model
pAWR, Church bell noise
Parameter
Intercept
LAF,max
LAeq,1min
LAF,max  LAeq,1min
Elapsed sleep time
Prior stages S3 and S4 (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
Prior REM (yes ¼ 1, no ¼ 0)a
Random intercept (variance)
a

PA model

Coeff.

SE

p

Coeff.

SE

p

7.1052
0.1112
0.0963
0.0020
0.0004
0.2352
0.4637
0.3519

2.1493
0.0467
0.0772
0.0017
0.0004
0.3147
0.2048
0.1844

0.00
0.02
0.21
0.24
0.25
0.45
0.02

6.3923
0.0972
0.0853
0.0018
0.0004
0.2132
0.4568
—

2.1395
0.0421
0.0775
0.0015
0.0004
0.3055
0.2287

0.00
0.02
0.27
0.24
0.33
0.49
0.05

Both parameters (prior stages S3 and S4, and prior REM) set to zero correspond to prior stage S2.

and the intersection point is at pHA of 0.5 (Fig. 2), which
is as expected according to Sec. II. The models of studies II
and III, in contrast, were established based on data covering
a limited pAWR range only, and here the relation between
the models is not as expected according to Sec. II. In study
II, the two relationships run approximately parallel to each
other (Fig. 3), while in study III, SS is steeper than PA, but
the intersection point is at a much lower pAWR than the theoretical value of 0.5 (Fig. 4).
Reasons for disparate relations between the PA and SS
models of the three studies may be that (i) the assumption of
a normal distribution of the random intercept (SS) is not
fully met in all studies, and/or (ii) the logistic regression
analyses are based on different ranges of observed relative
frequencies of the binary variable, and/or (iii) the differences
between the SS and PA parameters depend on the magnitude
of variation between individuals (Fig. 1), and/or (iv) disparate model complexities or lack of significance of certain
model parameters contribute to the differences.
Reason (i) will hardy contribute to the disparate relations
between PA and SS observed here. Visual inspection of the
random intercepts of the three studies with residual plots did
not reveal any obvious deviation from normality. This is not
surprising, as the SS model is fit to the assumption of normality, and the random effect is thus forced toward normality.
Also, the assumption of the working correlation matrix for
PA is not critical, as the PA parameter estimates are consistent even if the assumed working correlation matrix is misspecified (Zeger et al., 1988; Hu et al., 1998). Reason (ii) is
possibly the main reason for the above observations. Study I
covers a wide range of observed relative frequencies, with
pHA of up to 0.82, while studies II and III are based on relatively small ranges (pAWR < 0.25). Also reason (iii) might
distinctly contribute to the differences. In fact, the random
intercept variance is substantially different between the three
studies (cf. Tables I–III). However, the magnitude of this
contribution to the observed differences is difficult to quantify, as the random intercept variance is hardly comparable
between the studies, as discussed in Sec. III C 5. Reason (iv),
in contrast, is not expected to account for these differences
because the models of the three studies are of similar
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (5), May 2017

complexity, i.e., account for a similar number of parameters,
and because both, the models of studies I and III, contain
non-significant parameters (Tables I–III).
To test the presumption of reason (ii) for the disparate
relations between the PA and SS models of the studies, the
data of study I were re-analyzed as follows: For sake of simplicity, only the subset of the annoyance to wind turbine
noise was used. Accordingly, the statistical models were
reduced to account for the effects of LAeq, AM, their interaction LAeq  AM, as well as sequence number. Then, separate
PA and SS models were established by considering the data
sets for LAeq ranges of 35–55 dB (5 LAeq levels, case 1),
35–50 dB (4 levels, case 2), 35–45 dB (3 levels, case 3), and
35–40 dB (2 levels, case 4). Figure 5 shows the results,
allowing for the following observations: First [Fig. 5(a)], the
PA and SS curves are very different over the whole LAeq
range for the complete data (case 1). However, for the
reduced data set (case 4) the differences between the pHA
values predicted by the two curves are distinctly smaller.
(The curves established from the intermediate cases 2 and 3
allow for similar observations.) Second [Fig. 5(b)], the differences between PA and SS progressively decrease with
decreasing LAeq range covered by the data set, with maximum differences between PA and SS at a LAeq ¼ 35 dB
decreasing from þ96% (case 1) to þ95% (case 2) to þ88%
(case 3) to þ69% (case 4). Here, it is interesting to note that
along with the decreasing covered LAeq range, the random
intercept variance progressively decreases from 9.688 (case
1) to 8.036 (case 2) to 6.096 (case 3) to 3.675 (case 4).
Apparently, at low sound pressure levels more subjects were
generally, and rather “homogeneously,” not highly annoyed
(“floor effect”), which results in a smaller variance between
subjects for case 4. At high sound pressure levels, in contrast, the differences in the ratings between subjects were
more pronounced, as some subjects were highly annoyed
while others were not, which results in a large variance for
case 1. The same reason holds possibly true for studies II
and III, where only a small range of observed relative frequencies of awakening reactions was covered and, accordingly, small variances are observed (cf. Tables II and III). In
accordance with the changes in the random intercept
€ ffer et al.
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5. Acoustical insights gained from the logistic
regression analyses

FIG. 5. (a) Logistic exposure-response relationships for the probability of
high annoyance (pHA) as a function of the outdoor equivalent continuous
sound pressure level (LAeq) of wind turbine noise. SS relationships as marginal mean (u ¼ 0) and corresponding PA relationships established from a
data subset of study I (Sch€affer et al., 2016) covering LAeq of 35–55 dB
(solid lines) or 35–40 dB (dashed-dotted lines). (b) Relative differences
between PA and SS [¼(PA – SS)/PA  100%] established from the data
subset covering LAeq of 35–55 dB (case 1), LAeq of 35–50 dB (case 2), LAeq
of 35–45 dB (case 3), or LAeq of 35–40 dB (case 4), with the dotted horizontal line indicating the difference of 0. The parameter settings of the model
curves correspond to the mean pHA for different situations of amplitude
modulation (no, with periodic and random AM) and mean sequence number
¼ 15.5 of the stimuli during the experiments. The models and their differences are only displayed in the LAeq range for which they were established.

variance, the differences between the SS and PA curves are
similar for cases 1 and 2 (similar variances), but smaller for
cases 3 and 4 (smaller variances, thus larger PA parameters).
This suggests that the two approaches only yield stable
results (including a stable estimation of the random intercept
variance in the case of SS) if the underlying data cover a sufficiently large range of observed relative frequencies of the
binary variable. It further shows that above reason (ii) contributes to the differences between SS and PA by influencing
the random intercept variance, i.e., by contributing to reason
(iii). In the same context, further supporting the importance
of reason (iii), it is interesting to note that the random intercept variance of the subset of the annoyance to wind turbine
noise discussed here, with a value of 9.688 (above case 1) is
distinctly larger than of the complete data set (4.996; Table
I), and that, accordingly, the differences between the SS and
PA curves are larger for the subset (Fig. 5) than for the complete data set (Fig. 2). Finally, for the above discussed data
subset also the intersection point of (extrapolated) PA and
SS curves decreases from pHA ¼ 0.47 (case 1) to
pHA ¼ 0.34 (case 4). Thus, the SS and PA approaches may
be expected to yield distinctly different curves if the underlying data cover a large range of observed relative frequencies
of the binary variable and thus the SS model has a large random intercept variance (here, study I), and vice versa (studies II and III). Whether this conclusion is generally true,
however, needs to be verified on a theoretical basis, which is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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The models established by the SS and/or PA modeling
approaches (Tables I–III) reveal which parameters may
influence noise reactions and how. These insights were discussed in detail in the original publications (Basner et al.,
2006; Brink et al., 2011; Sch€affer et al., 2016).
In addition, the present systematic re-analysis of the
original data sets with the same software yields further
insights into the variation of the noise effects between individuals. The random intercept variance was found to be substantially larger in study I with 5.0 (Table I) than in studies
II and III with <0.4 (Tables II and III).
The random intercept variation is illustrated in more
detail in Fig. 6. The random intercepts of study I [Fig. 6(a)]
scatter strongly, covering values of 4.7 to þ6.0. The
extreme values correspond to pHA differing by 0.49–0.99 in
the LAeq range of 35–60 dB, or to a shift on the abscissa
(LAeq) between the two SS curves of 27 dB. For study II
[Fig. 6(b)], the random intercepts scatter distinctly less.
Here, the extreme values of 0.7 to þ0.7 correspond to
moderate differences in pAWR of 0.10–0.20 in the LAS,max
range of 25–75 dB, but, due to the flat curve progression, to
a large shift on the abscissa (LAS,max) of 74 dB between the
two SS curves. Finally, for study III [Fig. 6(c)], the extreme
values of 0.7 to þ1.2 correspond to differences in pAWR
of 0.10–0.43 in the LAF,max range of 25–75 dB, and to a shift
on the abscissa (LAF,max) of 32 dB between the two SS

FIG. 6. Histograms (bin width ¼ 0.25) showing the relative frequencies of
the random intercepts (left) and resulting individual SS exposure-response
relationships for the maximum and minimum value of the intercepts (solid
thin lines), for the intercept u ¼ 0 (solid bold lines, marginal mean SS curves
of Figs. 2–4) and for 61 standard deviation of the intercepts (dashed lines;
right), for (a) study I, (b) study II, and (c) study III. n indicates the number
of participants per study. Note the different scales of the probability ranges
and the different sound level metrics between the studies in the right graphs.
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curves. Thus, the random intercepts and their variance, both
applied to the logit link function (cf. Sec. II), are not directly
interpretable and comparable between the studies, but their
meaning becomes apparent when shown in exposureresponse relationships.
Figure 6 further discloses that the variation between
individual SS curves is substantially larger than the differences between the SS and PA curves (Figs. 2–4). Analyzing
the variation between subjects is thus reasonable. The present analysis might be refined by including a random slope,
e.g., by modeling the individual dependences (curve progressions) on the sound pressure level, but this is beyond the
scope of this paper.
IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, two statistical modeling approaches and
their application to establish PA or SS exposure-response
relationships from repeated binary observations were discussed, with a specific focus on noise effects research.
Relations between the modeling approaches and possible differences in results were estimated by systematic re-analysis
of original data sets from three previously published noise
effect studies (studies I–III). The authors are not aware of
any other study that systematically applied and compared
the two modeling approaches in the field of noise effects
research.
A. Practical implications for noise effect studies

The re-analysis revealed that, depending on the underlying data set and range of observed relative frequencies based
on which the models were established, the two approaches
may yield very similar or very different exposure-response
relationships. Thus, one needs to be aware which approach,
PA or SS, is more adequate for the aspired research question
or application (Sec. II). Depending on the underlying data
set, the choice may be crucial, and an inappropriate approach
may afflict the results by additional, though avoidable,
uncertainty.
Further, the re-analysis highlights that the design of field
and laboratory studies, in particular the coverage of the noise
exposure and possibly other indicators and thus the range of
observed relative frequencies of the binary variable, has a
crucial influence on the established exposure-response
relationships.
When applying existing exposure-response relationships
to forecast either noise effects in the population or individuals’ responses, it is therefore advisable to check if the relationships were derived from repeated binary observations (as
opposed to independent binary data) and if yes, which statistical model was used to do so. As an example, PA relationships, including those derived from analysis of non-nested
and non-hierarchical data, may be directly used in risk
assessment on the population level, while SS relationships
are less straightforward to use for this purpose. Instead of
using an SS relationship, one should preferably establish a
PA relationship from the original data. If the data are
unavailable, one should consider converting the SS into a
PA relationship as proposed by Zeger et al. (1988) and Hu
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (5), May 2017

et al. (1998), particularly if the SS relationship was established from data covering a large range of observed relative
frequencies. In fact, such conversion worked well for studies
I–III, yielding results that closely correspond to the PA relationships established from the original data. However, it is
still only an approximation, and directly determining the PA
parameters from the original data is preferred. If neither is
possible and the SS relationship is being used, this should be
discussed as a limitation and source of uncertainty of the
application. Alternatively, an interpretation of the results
should be given, namely, that the effects on an average subject are being estimated rather than the effects on the population. Similar care must be taken if existing PA relationships
are to be used to estimate effects on individuals, where SS
relationships are more appropriate to use.
Analogous considerations apply to meta-analyses if
exposure-response relationships from repeated binary observations are included. Generally, if available, the underlying
data sets of the studies should be used to derive new
exposure-response relationships. If not available, the averaging procedure (corresponding to SS or PA) of the individual
relationships will depend on the research question and available relationships (see, e.g., Sec. 6.5 in Pedersen, 2007).
Finally, the SS approach has the advantage that it allows
quantifying the variation of noise effects between individuals. This yields insights into individual responses to noise
that remain undisclosed by the PA approach. Future research
could focus on this aspect more systematically to enhance
the quantitative understanding of reasons for variations
among individuals and communities, e.g., by inclusion of
individual and collective characteristics in the random effect
analysis.
B. On past and future applications
of exposure-response relationships

The relationships for additional awakening reactions (cf.
Sec. III A 3) established in studies II and III (Basner et al.,
2006; Brink et al., 2011) are examples of existing SS curves
applied in several subsequent studies. The SS curve of study
II was applied to establish night-time noise protection strategies around an airport (Basner et al., 2005; Basner et al.,
2006). As the focus was on the effect on individuals and on
preventive purposes, applying the SS approach is adequate.
Besides, however, the SS relationship was also used in risk
assessment studies to estimate aircraft noise effects on sleep
of the population around airports (Basner et al., 2010; Brink
et al., 2010; Sch€affer et al., 2012; Tetreault et al., 2012).
Here, the focus is on the response of the population, and a PA
relationship would have been more appropriate to apply. The
SS curve of study III was applied to estimate the impact of
church bell ringing during night-time on the population
(Brink et al., 2012; Omlin and Brink, 2013). Also here, the
application of a PA relationship would have been more appropriate. This methodological flaw in the latter risk assessment
studies, however, is not very precarious in these instances.
The present analysis revealed that the bias is rather small for
studies II and III, as the PA and SS relationships are quite
similar. Nevertheless, applying the relationships according to
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their original purpose would be preferable, in particular, as in
other cases (study I; Sch€affer et al., 2016) the PA and SS relationships may yield substantially different results.
With the above discussion in mind, the following question may be raised: Are there instances when the application
of one or the other modeling approach beyond its original
purpose is justified? The authors’ opinion is that there are.
While the PA approach estimates the mean response of individuals in a given population, the SS approach yields an estimate of the average individual in the population (mean SS
curve with a random intercept u ¼ 0) or of a particularly sensitive or resilient individual (with a certain random intercept
value). Both estimates (SS and PA) can be used to represent
a certain population, but the represented populations will differ. Similar to the mean, the PA estimate is affected by a few
sensitive as well as resilient individuals (Fig. 1), and it hence
truly reflects the variation within a population. Similar to the
median (for random intercept u ¼ 0), in contrast, the SS estimate is less affected by such “extreme” individuals. The
median and the mean are both measures of central tendency,
but differ in their statistical properties. Thus, when applying
SS or PA beyond their original scope, this should be justified
in light of the theory (Sec. II) and the intention of the desired
application. An example is the application of SS to establish
a protection concept for a particularly sensitive population
group, as discussed above. In conclusion, while the PA
approach should be used in the context discussed in this
paper, the SS approach may be equally appropriate in specific other situations.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, two statistical modeling approaches and
their application to establish PA or SS noise exposureresponse relationships from repeated binary observations
were discussed. Systematic re-analysis of original data from
three noise effect studies revealed that choosing an appropriate approach for the aspired research question may be crucial. Further, the SS approach has the advantage that the
variation of noise effects between individuals is quantified,
which is not possible with the PA approach. To date, many
details have been discussed and accounted for in calculations
to enhance the precision of noise-effect predictions, such as
the effects of slope of rise, event order, event duration, or
noise-free interval between noise events on sleep (e.g., Brink
et al., 2008a; Marks et al., 2008), or the methodology of
noise calculations (e.g., Boivin and Savard, 2013). The statistical models used to establish the exposure-response relationships, in contrast, have not been paid sufficient attention
so far. It would be desirable to consider this aspect in future
noise effect studies more thoroughly, be it in establishing
new exposure-response curves or in applying existing curves
in subsequent analyses. This would help avoiding one important source of uncertainty, or at least sensitize for this issue.
The present paper is a contribution to this topic.
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